THE BRAND
Trissola is artist-inspired, boundary pushing, hair
care brand made for salon professionals and
the everyday consumer. Born out of the love for
creativity and passionate dedication to the craft of
hairdressing, our mission is to inspire and nurture
creativity and individuality along with hair care in
professional stylists and clients around the world.
“Conceived in salons rather than laboratories, our
smoothing treatments reflect a dynamic, beauty-inspired
touch that has earned praise and rave reviews by
professionals and clients across the globe.”
— LILLY BALASANYAN

PHILOSOPHY
Conceived in salons rather than laboratories, our
smoothing treatments reflect a dynamic, beautyinspired touch that has earned praise and rave
reviews by professionals and clients across the
globe.

HYDRATE

To nourish is to flourish...

CHIA

Super food for the hair...

SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER

VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER

Repair dry to damaged locks with our hydrating Shampoo and
conditioner. Infused with protein and fatty acids to rehydrate
and nourish the hair.

A fuller head of hair is just a lather, rinse and repeat away. Chia "Volume"
Shampoo and Conditioner Duo will plump the hair beginning at the root.

Created with care, free of sulfates, parabens and other harsh
chemicals to promote healthy hair growth.
Great for men and women.

LEAVE IN CONDITIONER

The ultimate super food that that provides, hair-boosting proteins,
protective antioxidants with Omega-3's for strength and shine.
A triple cocktail of proteins, plump the hair starting at the root. Trissola's
Hair Expanse Restart (HER) Complex also includes high-refractive shine
index and strand polisher that thickens.
Chia Seed Oil strengthens and Sunflower Oil provides antioxidant
protection.
Polyquaternium-69 adds style.
Color-safe, sulfate, phosphate, paraben free.

Hydrating leave in conditioner instantly de-tangles, leaving
hair silky smooth.
Reconstructs damaged hair bringing it back to life with
smooth, shiny, silky, frizz-free texture.
Infused with Pro Vitamin B5 to strengthen the hair and
prevents split ends while Vitamins A and E hydrate and keep
color vibrant.

SMOOTHING OIL
An award winning anti-aging serum infused with powerful
Chia Seed Proteins, vitamins, minerals and omega-3 to help hair flourish.
This unique, light-weight formula absorbs instantly to hydrate, nourish
and protect the hair while enhancing its
shine, manageability, health, and beauty.

Free of sulfates, phosphate and parabens.
High in antioxidants, proteins, essential fatty acids, and
omega-3. Great for all hair types.

INTENSE HYDRATING MASK

5 IN 1 CURL CREAM

Intense hydration for dry to damaged hair. Filled with essential
oils and extracts, this treatment infuses moisture back into
damaged strands, dramatically improving the hair's texture,
elasticity and bounce.

This hydrating cream creates loose or tight curls, defined exactly as you
like them, always with medium, flexible, bouncy hold. Infused with chia
oil, to condition, soften and gives your curls a major shot of shine.

Sulfate, phosphate and paraben free, providing deep
conditioning agents for damaged, color treated and over
processed hair.

· 6.7 OZ
· Create loose or tight curls
· Medium - flexible hold
· Creates bounce

· Infused with chia oil
· Conditions
· Softens
· Adds tremendous shine
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